
Job ID:      256RK 

Job Title:     IT Commercial Programmer Analyst 

Degree Requirements:    Bachelor’s Degree ( Computer Science, Math, Engineering ) 

Years of Experience:    5 - 7 

Type of Position:     Contract, Contract to Hire, or Direct Hire Depends on  

Candidate 

Location:     Boston, MA—No Relocation Allowance is Budgeted 

Salary Range:     Depends on your Expertise and Experience 

Travel Required:     < 10% 

 

Our Boston, MA based client has an IMMEDIATE NEED for an expert in the field of IT Commercial Programmer 

Analyst who has at least 5 – 7 years’ work experience.  No Per Diem or Relocation Allowance is Budgeted at this 

time. 

 

MUST HAVE REQUIREMENTS for this position: 

* Bachelor’s Degree ( Computer Science, Math, Engineering ) 

* 5 – 7 year’s work experience 

* 3-5 years programming experience including leveraging source control software 

* Understanding of SDLC ( Systems Development Life Cycle ), documentation, testing, release to production 

* 5-7 years’ working with databases - queries ( SQL ) leveraging select, update, insert with ability to join normalized  

   tables, write views & stored procedures, create tables & recommend indices based on data access patterns 

* 3-5 years in supporting the data needs of business processes with experience in providing sound solutions for  

   capturing failed events & creating appropriate alerting 

* Communicate verbally & in written communications at all levels of the organization 

* Proven ability to work with little supervision 

 

 

PLUSSES in this position are: 

* Programming expertise using Python, .NET, VBA 

* Power trading industry experience 

* Financial Commodities experience 

* Experience with SQL Server and Oracle 

* Experience with .NET technologies & visualization software 

* Summarize information into concise & timely status 

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES of this position include, but are not limited to: 

* Support custom data acquisition processes 

* Work closely with Trading and Trade Analysis Team 

* Strong ability to troubleshoot issues & seek appropriate resources 

* Driving to root cause & putting long term fixes 

 

 

If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us in a Word 

document at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com  mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in the subject line 

of your email. 

 

In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience and expertise as it 

applies to this position.  Also, please provide us with your MINIMUM salary requirements. 
 

KEY WORDS:  Computer Science, Math, Engineering, Programming, Source Control Software, SDLC, Systems 

Development Life Cycle, Documentation, testing, Release to Production, Databases, Database Queries, SQL, 

Tables, Data Needs, Failed Events, Python, .NET, VBA, Power Trading Industry, Financial Commodities, SQL 

Server, Oracle, Visualization Software, Root Cause Analysis, Long Term Fix 
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